Fourfold magnetic nanoparticles, created from nanowires or in the form of an open square, offer the possibility of creating quaternary memory devices with four unambiguously distinguishable stable states at remanence. This feature, however, has been simulated for single magnetic nanoparticles or clusters with interparticle distances similar to the nanoparticle dimensions. For the possible use in bit-patterned media, it is important to understand the scaling behavior of the stability of the additional intermediate states with the interparticle distance. The paper investigates exemplarily nanoparticles of two shapes which were found to be optimum to gain four states at remanence. For clusters of these particles, the probability of reaching the additional intermediate states in all particles in the same field region is strongly reduced with decreased interparticle distance. The differences between both shapes indicate possible solutions for this problem in the form of new nanoparticle shapes.
Introduction
Magnetic nanoparticles are of technological interest, for example, for magnetic storage media, magnetic sensors, and MRAMs [1] [2] [3] . Since their overall anisotropy is governed by the shape anisotropy [4] , tailoring a nanoparticle's form allows for adjusting its magnetic properties. This is important for the possible use of nanoparticles in bit-patterned media or other applications in which defined anisotropies are necessary. One possible shape consists of a fourfold ring with different shape modifications, leading to two additional magnetic states at remanence which could be used to create quaternary memory systems [5] . In this way, data storage density could be increased by increasing the number of bits per particle instead of increasing the particle density. This approach has also been followed by other groups, resulting in three, four, or up to eight magnetization states in diverse nanostructures [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Problematic in all these magnetic systems, however, is the interaction between neighboring nanostructures, often strongly modifying the single nanoparticle's magnetic properties. For multilayer systems, for example, distances of 30 nm were found to be sufficient to approximate independent magnetic behavior of the layers [11] . In an array of nanotubes with distances of 30 nm or 60 nm, however, even the larger distance showed a significant influence of the cluster structure on magnetization reversal, especially by nearly completely annihilating a step in the hysteresis loop which occurred for single nanotubes of identical geometry [12] . Since such a step is also necessary for reaching stable intermediate states at remanence, this finding indicates possible problems with downscaling the fourfold ring structure under investigation here. For a large cluster of nanodots, the geometric shape in which the lowest stray fields and thus the smallest influences between nanoparticles can be expected, nearly random magnetization orientations were found lately [13] .
Nevertheless, for the systems under investigation here, it was found in an another project that nanoparticles with diameters of 120 nm and identical interparticle distances did nearly not change their coercive fields and retained a collective intermediate onion state which is necessary for the creation of quaternary memory devices [14] . Due to the necessity to further minimize such nanoparticle clusters, it is, however, necessary to investigate the influence of further reduced distances between the single particles of specific shape, ordered in a cluster.
Materials and Methods
Modelling was performed using the micromagnetic simulator OOMMF (Object Oriented MicroMagnetic Framework) [15] . This program is based on finite differences (discretizing space into small cuboids) and utilizes the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation of motion [16] . All simulations were performed using iron (Fe) which has proven to show ideal properties in terms of stable intermediate states [17] . The following parameters were used for modelling, being consistent with typical literature values [18] : saturation magnetization = 1700⋅10 3 A/m, exchange constant = 21 ⋅ 10 −12 J/m, anisotropy constant 1 = 48 ⋅ 10 3 J/m 3 , Gilbert damping constant = 0.1, and mesh diameter d = 5 nm. Since such samples are mostly produced by sputtering in reality, the anisotropy was assumed to have randomly oriented axes in each cell.
While the external magnetic field was applied parallel to the sample plane, the orientation of the sample was varied between 0 ∘ (defined as parallel orientation of the external magnetic field to the -axis of the sample, i.e., to one side of the nanoparticle) and 45 ∘ in steps of 5 ∘ . To ensure that magnetization saturation is reached, external fields were swept within ±0.25 T.
For the simulation, clusters of 4 × 4 particles were modelled. The particles under simulation here had slightly different geometries ( Figure 1 ): one of them, defined as "square corner cuts," has an ideal structure which has shown to lead to two additional intermediate states at remanence [5] , while the other one, denoted as "diagonal corner cuts," has a more realistic shape, as recognized in former lithographically produced nanostructures [19, 20] . Lateral dimensions of each nanoparticle were 120 nm in the sample plane and 5 nm height, corresponding to the smallest samples used in former experimental investigations [19, 20] . This value was chosen since the aim of this study is to find the highest possible particle density and thus the highest data density. Distances between the nanoparticles were reduced stepwise from 60 nm (1/2 of the nanoparticle diameters) to 12 nm (1/10 of the nanoparticle diameters).
For simulations of single particles, the shapes used here result, amongst others, in the magnetic states depicted in Figure 2 . From positive saturation, magnetization switches in a first step into a horseshoe state and afterwards into an onion state. This onion state can be relaxed to zero external magnetic field, resulting in an intermediate, stable state at remanence. Proceeding further to negative saturation, a second horseshoe state becomes visible before finally negative saturation is reached.
Depending on the angle and the exact shape of the single nanoparticle, the horseshoe states may vanish. Intermediate onion states, correlated with stable additional states at remanence, occur in both systems usually in an angular region between 1 ∘ and 15 ∘ . Additionally, the onion states usually occur in a wider field range than the horseshoe states and are thus of higher technological interest than the horseshoe states and therefore investigated here.
Results and Discussion
In Figure 3 , hysteresis loops are visible, which are simulated for a sample orientation of 5 ∘ on nanoparticles with diagonal corner cuts. While the hysteresis loops for the single particle (black line) and for the 4 × 4 cluster with interparticle distances half of the particle diameters (red line) are nearly identical, the cluster with interparticle distances of only a quarter of the particle diameters (green line) results in a significantly modified hysteresis loop. Apparently the interaction between particles spaced by distances of half the particle size can still be neglected, while significant interactions occur at smaller distances. ∘ , here depicted for a single particle (black line) and clusters with interparticle distances half of the particle diameters (red line) or a quarter of the particle diameters (green line).
Due to this finding, the simulated clusters were modified with respect to their interparticle distances in a range between half the particle dimension and 1/8 of the particle dimension. In Figure 4 , the results for the nanoparticles with diagonal corner cuts can be found.
Firstly, the coercive fields are only slightly modified between the four different situations. The magnetic states, however, change significantly.
For the single particle, at small angles the magnetization reversal proceeds as depicted in Figure 2 : Directly at the coercive field, a first horseshoe state is reached, followed by an onion state and a second horseshoe state, marked as blue bar, green bar, and dark blue bar, respectively, in Figure 4 . At 20 ∘ , the second horseshoe state vanishes; at higher angles, both other states vanish, too, and magnetization reversal occurs via a 180 ∘ flip from positive to negative saturation without stable intermediate states. The "blank" areas are correlated with mixed states in which some of the particles of the cluster show one magnetization state and other particles are in another state.
For the cluster with interparticle distances of half the nanoparticle dimensions, the second horseshoe state is completely gone, and the onion state as well as the first horseshoe state is significantly reduced. It should be mentioned that, in all graphs, only the areas in which all particles in the cluster show the identical state are marked as belonging to the respective magnetization states.
Proceeding to 1/4 interparticle distance (i.e., 30 nm), the field regions in which all cluster particles are simultaneously in the first horseshoe or the onion state are further reduced. At the 1/8 interparticle distance, finally, only for one angle the onion state is retained, although with a significantly reduced field region.
Similar results can be found in the simulations of particles with square corner cuts, as depicted in Figure 5 . Here, additional states occur, building a vortex with one or two domain walls. While the original single nanoparticle offers a broad spectrum of different magnetic states, most of the coherent states in the higher angle regime are already vanished for the cluster with distances identical to half the particle diameter. Decreasing the interparticle distances further, the coherent states become smaller again, until they completely vanish for the cluster with interparticle distances of 1/8 of the particle diameters. Figure 6 shows the widths of the field areas in which all nanoparticles of a cluster are in the onion state at a field orientation of 5 ∘ , depicted as a function of the inverse interparticle distance. For both nanoparticle shapes, the 4 Journal of Nanomaterials Thus, additional nanoparticle shapes were tested by building 4 × 4 clusters with 12 nm interparticle distances and simulating their magnetization reversal behavior for a sample orientation of 5
∘ . This orientation was chosen in agreement with Figure 4 which showed that here the coherent behavior was kept the longest. Figure 7 depicts a few of the tested clusters with the corresponding widths of the coherently ordered onion states. As can be seen here, not only are inner and outer shapes of the nanoparticles of importance, but also their orientation towards the neighbors is crucial. This suggests that biomimetic structures, such as the Fibonacci spirals [21] well-known from sunflowers and several other plants and animals, may be an interesting approach to create nanoparticle patterns in which the interactions between neighboring particles are as small as possible.
Conclusions
Using micromagnetic simulations, we have shown that even for simulated, and thus quite symmetric, particles forming clusters, the dipolar-like interactions between them strongly disturb the formation of coherently ordered magnetization states in which all particles are in the same magnetic state. Particularly, the onion state often found in fourfold nanoparticles with open core, which is of technological interest due to the possibility of using such particles in quaternary memory devices, cannot be maintained for too small distances between neighboring particles.
By modification of shapes and arrangement of the original nanoparticle clusters, new structures could be found in which the particles of 120 nm could be approached to distances of 12 nm without losing the coherent onion state. These findings suggest new solutions to design clusters of independent magnetic nanoparticles.
